Abstract-In this paper we present a technique based on precision guidance approach for the sensor delivery and reception problem between two mobile robots. A slave robot is emploved to collect sensors and stack them on a tray carried by the mobile master robot. Here w,e define the terminal attitude of the slave robot with respect to the master and present a LQR control approach to sol-ing the problem of achieving a desired terminal approach angle necessary for the approprLate sensor delivery. The approach criteria is defined in terms of both minimizing the miss distance and controlling the slave robot's body attitude with respect to the master robot at the terninal point.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have wvitnessed a burgeoning amoiut of research aind coimercial activities in the area of robotics application in sensor networks. fueled both. by technological advances and potential applications [21, [41] [3] . Technological advances have fostered the emergence of a range of small, low-power devices that integrate mi- crosensing. actuation, on-board processing, and wireless coimnulications capabilities [4] . [3] . Such Applications of discoimected sensor networks already exist in practice [13] . [ location systems address the problem of indoor localization for smart sensor devices.
II. AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS
Much of the emphasis has been in designing location systems that allow devices to compute their own location, allowing the system to be scalable and responsive. However. requirerments for localization for these systems are different from the application scenarios that we have discussed.
In this applicatioii the two robots we use are. The PowerBot(robot I) and Pioneer 3-AT(robot 2)1. The PowerBot is an extremely maneuverable, high payload. high speed robotic mobile platform. NVith a high degree of intelligence, and the ability to carry a payload up to 100kg, the PowerBot is a smart robotic platform designed for research use. It has the ability to perfonn, for example, material handling, delivery, enviromnent mapping and navigation. This allow thie robot to be used for applications like monitoring or patrolling areas looking for intruders or disturbances, reconnaissance tasks. vision and object recognition and colotur/object tracking.
With an object orientated dynamic programmuing environmrent, ARIA, allows complex programmable behaviors to be achieved, this opens up the possibilities for coopelmtion operations between robots.
The powerful PowerBot is constructed of an 85cm x 62.5cm x 43cm aluminlum body over a steel frame. The tvo motors contain 500-tick encoders with rear casters and inflatable 25cm diameter tires, which are able to hanidle indoor, outdoor and in between environments. This configuration. provides it with a differential drive system, which by only moving the wheels oni one side, provides a turning circle radius of 54cm.
The ability to climb at a 15% grade and sills of 3cm provides it to perform in many indoor environmnents. On flat surfaces, it can reach speeds of 6kph, and at a slower speed. on flat terrains, it can carry payloads greater than 100 kg. This allows an operation time of approximately 2.5 hours on two fuilly charged 12V lead-acid batteries.
PowerBot has a wide anay of onboard sensors including 28 sonar sensors, front and rear bumpers, compasses and tilt-position sensors and a SICK laser range finding scanner used for navigating and obstacle avoidance. As well as a stereo range finding camera and a pan and tilt CCD camera for vision processing.
With an integrated HitachiH8S-based microcontroller for custom I/O applications, sonar boards and other electronics as well as and an integrated PC, communications include a wireless Ethernet connection that allows the robot to ',wwrobots.actimedia.com communicate with a host computer or robot-to-robot communication. With the addition of a 6 DOF (Degree of freedom) 2 kg payload manipulator, the PowerBot is a powerful processing unit capable of high end intelligence and autonomous behavior. The Pioneer P3-AT is constructed from a 50cm x 49cm x 26cm aluninmu body. Having an embedded computer onboard, allows the robot to perfomn onboard vision processing. Ethermet-based coummunications. DGPS(Differential Global Positioning Systems), and other autonomous ftnctions.
The four motors (one on each wheel) use 66:1 gear ratios and contain 100-tick encoders. The skid-steer platform with 21.5cm diameter wheels are specifically designed for outdoor use in rough terrains. The skid-steer system allows rotation in one place by moving both wheels. This allows direct tumning on a single spot and is ideal for a highly versatile all-terrain robotic platform.
Having the ability to climb at a 45% grade and siUs of 9cm allows it to traverse any outdoor environment with ease. On smooth terrain. the P3-AT can move at speeds of 0.7 rms-and carry payloads up to 30 kg at slower speeds.
tUsing a smaller battery system than the PowerBot, the P3-AT base can run 3-6 hours on three fully charged batteries. This allows outdoor use experimentation to be lengthy.
As in the PowerBot, the P3-.AT's include a Hitachi H8s-based microcontroller for user I/O operations. It also has the ability to communication with a PC client and other robots in the same way as the PowerBot.
III. AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS KINEMATIC MODEL
The work presented here uses the terminal attitude guidance problem [ll] where the control objective is to iminimize the target interceptor miss distances in addition In this section. ignoring the uncertain manuctverability(for the purpose of optimal control) of the second robot. we suippose that the plant is described by the following linear differential equation (t) = Ax(t) + Blu(t) (V-I) where x(t) E R!' is the state. u(t) E RI is the control inpuit. W}e assume tlat dte initial condition of the system is -glven.
2) vhere xo C RI is a aiven vector.
With this system let us associate the performance index
Here XT > 0 is a given matrix. h E R. is a given vector.
and a > O is a given constant.
The linear quadratic optimal control probleln can be formutlated as follows:
To find the mininum of the fimictional (1M3) over the set of all [x(.),-u(.)J E L240 TI satisfying the equations (IN) and (IX2).
J[x( ), u(.)] mi-n.
(1I4) Introduce the foHowing Riccati differential equation
-'~(t= A'S(t) + S(t)A S(t)B BIS(t). S(T) =XT
(IXI) Furthermore, introduice the following equations -(A --BBl S(t))'r(t) r(T)= X7>h, (IW6) 1 1 ut(t) = .
--B'S(t)x,,pt(t) + -Bir(t),. where g(-) is defined by (.8 
